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79 PTBC Members – Africa & Middle East 

Last updated: December 27, 2010 
 

roble abdi 
rcabdi_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
xamar, somalia – 02/10/06 

ADEROJU ABIOSE 
Email not working 05/29/09 
MUSHIN, LAGOS 
I AM A FARMER AND HAVE BUILT SOME TESLA ENGINES YET. I WILL LIKE TO KNOW MEMBERS OF 
THIS CLUB FROM NIGERIA. I WANT TO BE IN CONTACT WITH THEM. pLEASE, KEEP UP THE TESLA 
SPIRIT HERE. IT WORKS TO KEEP MEN LIKE OFF GRID.  

Michael Akwajah 
michael.i.akwajah_AT_exxonmobil_DOT_com  
Eket, Nigeria 

Salem Alzaabi 
derbas45_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, U.A.E. -- 06/27/07 Mechanical Engineering and machining enthusiast. 
Particularly interested in Green Energy, specially Solar projects. Having modest backyard machine workshop. 

Remi Awojobi 
remiawojobi_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Lagos, Nigeria – 08/09/06 A mechanical engineer by education, but now in ICT business development and 
marketing. My final year project was Solar Energy related, and there is no where in the world where the people 
are fed up with the Grid supply as Nigeria. Developing applications and solutions for the informal sector is my 
passion. Thank you for the creation of this Club 

louis azagoun 
louisword_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
cotonou, atlantique, benin -- 10/31/07 i'm very happy to join your club because i have more interest of 
discovering your mini turbine disk. 

Naseem Aziz  
(Email not working 08/2006) 
Karchi, Sindh, Pakistan -- Engineer, businessman selling chemicals and equipment to the local sugar Industry, 
tinkerer 

Elie Baaklini 
Email not working 05/29/09 
Beyrouth, Lebanon -- I am a technician copiers and printers 

Behnam Bagheri 
behnam_bagheri_AT_lycos_DOT_com  
Tehran, Iran 

Saeid Bagheri  
bagheri28040_AT_yahoo_DOT_com   
Tehran, Iran -- I am a mechanical engineer in the field of hydro plants. 

Jaco Bayer  
jacob_AT_reptg_DOT_co_DOT_za  
South Africa -- 11/2/07 IT Manager, Replication Technology Group (Pty). Ltd I build solar concentrators as a 
hobby and would like to learn more of Tesla turbines as a possible drive?  

Abraham Beukes 
abeukes_AT_mweb_DOT_com_DOT_na  
Windhoek, Khomas Region, NAMIBIA – 06/22/08  Highly interested 
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Joseph Bloom 
innovationboost_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Raanana, Israel - 01/03/10 new to Turbines, but very interested in experimenting and getting involved. 

Jon Bohmer 
jonbohmer_AT_gmail_DOT_com 
Thika, Kenya - 02/17/10 www.kyoto-energy_DOT_com  Our company is developing a range of low-cost 
renewable and distributed technologies for developing countries. Our biggest project is a low-cost solar 
concentrator made mostly from plastic which would work great with the Tesla Turbine. 
  Your club and open attitude to development is a lot like the www.gekgasifier_DOT_com project. This gasifier 
would be another way to operate the turbine on biomass at night and on cloudy days. 

Mike Chateau  
Email not working 05/29/09 
Johannesburg, South Africa -- 04/04/08 

Behrang Daryakenary  
Email not working 05/29/09 
Tehran, Iran 

FALAH DMAIRI 
falahdemery_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Jerusalem, Palestine – http://www.ic_systems.ps/ 01/09/06 

moty dorfman 
motymen_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Ashdod, Israel -- 09/15/09 i make air engines and i want to share and learn new things 

André Dreyer 
Email unlisted 
Clocolan, FreeState, South Africa - 10/18/10 

Johann Dreyer 
ojtd_AT_mtnloaded_DOT_co.za 
South Africa - 6/28/10 I live on a farm in the Free State province of South Africa. The concept of using the free 
energy which is out there makes sense and I have started by heating my pool. 

ilse duduzile 
webmail_AT_mofokengilse_DOT_co.za 
Johannesburg, gauteng, Africa –  11/29/06 like to learn and experience new thing 

noel du toit 
Email not working 05/29/09 
centution, south africa – 09/01/06 

Stehan Du Toit  
staz_AT_mweb.co.za   
Calitzdorp, Western Cape, South Africa -- I live in an area were there are still lots of people who still don't have 
electricity and use candle light and wood stoves. We have sunlight almost 365 days a year and temperatures as 
high as 45'c. Solar panels is just too expensive for these people and just not practical. 

Basie Du Plessis 
basiedp_AT_gmail_DOT_com 
Port Elizabeth, South Africa - 04/30/10 Youth Electronics cc - I have been playing with AE for the last 8 years, 
from building my own solar panels to using 2 off 3.8mtr diameter radio dishes for steam to hydrogen. Space at 
my house is getting rather cluttered. I guess I have to date not found any AE source that does not need any or 
little maintenance. I am keen to purchase the CD to but also have to take the rate of exchange in consideration. 
Many thanks for providing a site with info, to look at all the sites on AE just keeps a person inspired. Many more 
people must get involved with AE as it will benefit us all. 

Douglas Ebiowei 
Email not working 05/29/09 
WARRI, DELTA STATE, NIGERIA -- MY COMPANY (ENERGY PROCUREMENT& SUPPLY SERVICES LTD). 
WE ARE CONSULTANT BASICALLY ON POWER GENERATION TO MAJOR OIL& GAS COMPANIES, 
SHELL, CHEVRON/TEXACO, ELF, AGIP, NNPC, MOBIL, ETC...RURAL POWER DEVELOPMENT, 
OFFSHORE ETC. 

Cassie Els 
Cassie_AT_3ddimensions.co.za  
Pretoria, Gauteng, South Africa -- 07/24/08 
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George Ferreira  
Email not working 05/29/09 
Joubertina, Eastern Cape, South Africa -- 03/01/07 Mechanical engineer, product development, marketing. 
Currently involved in development of ozone generators, the production of Honeybush tea and essential oils. 

Okeke Fidelis 
fidrach_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Owerri, Imo state, Nigeria – 07/27/04 I'm a student of mechanical engineering in one of the higher educational 
institutions in Nigeria. 

mahmood erfan 
mahmood.erfan_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
shiraz, fars, Iran – 10/04/06 

Rhett Goldswain 
Email not working 05/29/09 
Cape Town, South Africa – 08/01/06 Home handyman and experimenter 

Cornelis Groesbeek  
Email not working 05/29/09 
Johannesburg, GT, South Africa 

MUGU GUYMAN 
Email not working 
lagos, okoko – 01/26/06 very nice 

Johannes Haasbroek 
joe_AT_iway_DOT_na 
Namibia – 08/04/09 www.desertelephant.org  I have been forever experimenting with wind and solar energy out 
in the namib desert, and have built a few very efficient PMG wind generators. I run a project helping farmers 
coping with elephant-human conflict issues, and energy needs for pumping water and electric fences is always a 
major problem. This year I started playing with an old 9ft diameter satellite dish lined with reflective film of 
plastic, and am generating heat enough to warp 2mm steel plate! I started building a heat exchanger coupled to 
a pressure vessel, but have not tested it yet, as I was worried about the pressure control and the condensing 
part of the system (I have no background in any of these matters, I am a conservationist!)  
   never before discovering your site have i found any information on using this type of power for small-unit 
electricity generation, so now i am really keen and excited to resume my project! the only free source plans i had 
before for the turbine part, was for water based systems, not steam. How different is a pulse-water based 
system from the Tesla turbine you use? (i am a great fan of his work). 
   any links/plans/ideas to help in this direction would be greatly appreciated. my long term goal is to run my 
organization totally independent of grid/fossil fuel based systems, including my vehicles. also, after a recent visit 
to Mozambique's northern islands it occurred to me that such a parabolic dish/steam generator can also become 
a desalinator at the same time. has anybody tried to combine this yet? 
   thank you in advance for your assistance, and thank you for keeping what is free free! 

Fouad Habib 
habibf49_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Beirut, Lebanon 

Jan Habraken 
j.habraken_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE) -- 09/14/08 I am interested in solar steam generation and using the steam to 
power a Tesla turbine with the aim to generate enough electricity to power a single home. 

Youcef Himri 
y_himri_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Béchar, Algeria - 12/19/09 Organization: Electricity and Gas National  
Enterprise (Sonelgaz) www.sonelgaz.dz My research interests: Renewable Energy Environment, Energy Audit 
etc. 

Rob Hitchings  
Email not working 05/29/09 
Hogsback, Eastern Cape, South Africa -- www.returntomagic.co.za Designer/engineer/artist - hope to build Tesla 
turbine - others in S Africa? Contact me. 

amir homayoun 
amirhomayoun_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Tehran, Tehran, Iran – 04/19/06 
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Nasir Hussain 
sni_AT_pk.netsolir_DOT_com   
Karachi, Pakistan -- A Chartered Hydrographer and owner of a dredging company 

bejar imed 
ibejjar_AT_yahoo.fr  
Tunis, TUNISIA – 08/18/06 

Zafrullah JAGOO 
zaf_uom_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Mauritius – 05/30/08 I'm interested in building a solar tracker for my house and I'd be very interested if you could 
provide me with all the required information to successfully build one. 

Lalith Karunaratna  
EMAIL NOT LISTED 
Working in Dubai UAE -- 08/22/07 I am working as the senior service engineer in SONY at Dubai and involving 
in SONY services/repairs and technical trainings mainly within Middle East and Africa. I am a Sri Lankan and 
recently I have purchased an old parabolic mirror (20 feet in diameter) in Sri Lanka at my vacation. My cousin is 
now involving in erecting it and our plan is to build a solar collector to operate a steam engine or a turbine. The 
whole purpose is to make the power out of the grid even in the small scale as well as to show the whole project 
as an example to the general public, especially to the school children... I have many questions to ask about the 
mechanical side. However I hope I can contribute in some electronics in the control side of the solar dish. 

Jan Kirstein 
j.kirstein@rwandalink.com  
Kigali, Rwanda -- 10/09/09 

Klaus Klein  
klausklein_AT_taalring_DOT_com  
Pretoria, South Africa -- 03/09/07 Am filing solar mirror patent. One intended application: to produce excess 
electricity in a typical township house, both for own use and for sale. A steam-driven engine/turbine (Tesla or 
Quasiturbine?) seems better to me at present than any PV panels, because of cost and efficiency. 

Johan Kriel  
johandkriel_AT_yahoo.co.uk   
Potgietersrus/Mokopane, Limpopo, South Africa -- animalsforafrica.co.za  We have some of the highest if not the 
highest incidence of solar radiation on the planet. Unfortunately coal is plentiful and cheap, and instead of 
developing solar solutions we stay with fossils. We have many sites where a solar turbine may be an 
economically viable and competitive solution 

Stephen Lamm 
Email not working 05/29/09 
Bambous/Black River, Mauritius -- 01/11/07 I am an idealist, and I believe we can replace the internal 
combustion engine. 

Andrea P Luxton 
andrea.luxton_AT_gmail_DOT_com 
Ritchie, Northern Cape, South Africa - 01/19/10 

Arise Makanjuola 
arisemakej_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Lagos, Nigeria -- 11/26/08 I wish to be a part of the incredible engineering community. I just believe that the 
Tesla Engine would take Internal Combustion Engine's position in this century, because the efficiency cannot 
just be compared even after over a hundred years of continuous improvement on the ICE. Weldone ! 

Inaamul Haq Mansoor 
m4mansoor_AT_myspace_DOT_com 
coolmirza143_AT_gmail_DOT_com 
Lahore, Punjab, Pakistan - 03/20/10 http://electronicproject.webs_DOT_com/ I like the stuff on your site that’s 
why I wanna join your community! 

Joseph Masanduka 
joseph.masanduka_AT_orica_DOT_com 
Kitwe, Copperbelt Province, ZAMBIA Africa – 050410 I would like to learn how to build the solar turbine power 
generator. 

Tsundzuka Mayevu 
temayevu_AT_ananzi.co.za  
Pretoria, South Africa -- 05/02/07 I am a student doing research on solar power using steam. 
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Ogochukwu Mbonu 
ogoombonu_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Port Harcourt, Rivers, Nigeria – 01/18/06 

Grant McDonogh 
grant_AT_neighbournet.co.za 
Pretoria, Gauteng, South Africa -- 11/20/06 

alireza mofidi 
alireza_m3244_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
tehran, iran – 09/09/06 I'm a aerospace student and I like to get more information about pulse detonation engine. 
I want to build a PDE but I don't know how can I do. 

Ricky Morillo 
feenicky_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Doha, Qatar -- 07/14/08  I am a Filipino but currently stay in Doha, Qatar. I hope to start working on a project, 
maybe the solar heat power generator and perhaps share experiences as soon as I make strides. 

Jacques Mostert 
greenrayder_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Cape Town, Western Cape, South Africa – 08/03/06 

Alex Moussa 
Email not working 05/29/09 
Beirut, Lebanon -- Solar and wind energy is my favorite, I always worked in hobby CNC and for now I am 
experimenting solar energy and biogas as sources of energy, my original study is in system control and 
automation but presently I am working in telecommunication, I hope you accept me in your club and thank you in 
advance 

Shmuel Naarai 
shamnaarai_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Port Louis, Mauritius -- 05/30/07 Research enthusiast and allrounder in scientific, industrial and natural fields. 
Versed in solid values and upholding safe, healthy and rewarding principles and habits for mankind and ecoloy 
enthusiast. 

Sandrasagarren NAIDU  
naidu05_AT_intnet_DOT_mu  
Quatre Bornes, Mauritius -- 10/02/07 Retired agronomist with keen interest in low-cost applications of solar 
power for the home. 

Ibe Nmah 
Email not working 05/29/09 
Owerri, Imo, Nigeria -- I’m a student of high institution, studying electrical engineering. 

Afam Nnaji 
afam_AT_justwebservices_DOT_com  
Ikeja, Lagos, Nigeria – www.justwebservices_DOT_com 09/27/06 

Chibee Nwodo 
chibeeuk_AT_yahoo.co.uk  
Port Harcourt, Rivers State, Nigeria – 03/04/06 I am a computer network analyst with interest in alternative 
energy 

Emmanuel Nwosu  
Email not working 05/29/09 
Nigeria -- I am a Petroleum engineer and an alternative energy hobbyist. Thinking of generating steam from 
solar energy to power turbine. 

Sulaiman Quqa 
sulaimanquqa_AT_gmail_DOT_com 
Amman, Jordan - 10/22/10 I have a work shop with lots of hi-tech CNC's, i am working on a parabolic collector 
which is working great (http://www.youtube.com/user/squqa), would like to make tesla turbine and link it with my 
system and see how it goes. 

Alaa Sadek 
alaasadek1999_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Cairo, Egypt -- I am new to this and would like to learn more about solar energy. We have a lot of it here in 
Egypt! 

Nasir  Saeed 
Email not working 05/31/09 
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Karachi,  Sind, Pakistan -- I am  trying to build a  concentrated Solar Power  system in Pakistan 

Kenneth Shaaka 
shaaka_AT_mail2world_DOT_com 
Kampala, Uganda – 02/26/07 

Abu B SIddiq 
bakars81_AT_gmail_DOT_com 
Islamabad, Pakistan - 04/09/10 i want to build a solar turbine generator and need your help to do so. i am 
planning to work on a parabolic trough dish to run a turbine generator in order to generate electricity. 

Greg Sloan  
greg_at_altricity_dot_co_dot_za 
Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa -- 12/15/07 http://www.altricity.co.za I am interested in learning about, 
promoting, experimenting, using alternative energy with specific reference to alternatives to electricity and 
conventional methods of transport. I would appreciate receiving 
information from you and fellow members. 

Iqbal Smanah 
iqbal_smanah_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Amman, Jordan -- www.e-zarqa.com  I am researcher about solar steam turbines I like to make something like 
this .and to experiment it I have some good ideas I want to share them with some good persons 

Jan Swanepoel 
Email not working 05/29/09 
George, Western Cape, Rep. of South Africa – 02/27/07 Consultant Engineer, Alternative Energy. 

Saeed Thabit 
sthabit_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Baghdad, Iraq -- 07/10/08 As the first Iraqi to join your club will be of great pleasure to me. 

plokij uhyg 
plokij_uhyg_AT_hotmail_DOT_com 
Mirpur, Kashmir, Pakistan -- 12/29/06 

Johan van der Westhuizen  
ja_DOT_vdwest_AT_gmail_DOT_com  
Cape Town, South Africa -- 06/09/07 Retired lawyer with an interest in technical matters in general and solar 
power in particular. 

Willem van Reenen 
willemvr_AT_telkomsa_DOT_net  
Stellenbosch, Western Cape, South Africa – 06/11/06 

Colin Waaldijk 
stonebliss_AT_yahoo_DOT_com  
Georgetown, Guyana – 08/20/06 I am a communications engineer very interested in alternative energy systems. 
The Tesla turbine is right up my alley... I am an electronics engineer and am presently working on developing a 
working solar dish-engine system that is relatively cheap and easy to produce in the third world. 

Francis-john White 
francis.john.white_AT_gmail_DOT_com 
South Africa - 03/29/10 Humbled by the genius that was Tesla. I am impressed with your achievements. I was 
looking at ORC systems when I was stuck on affordable simple units, I came across Tesla Turbines. It got even 
better when I found your site. 
   Living in a poverty stricken country with spiraling living costs, government trying to centralize power control. I 
see this as an opportunity to get back to sensibility (decentralized power is part of the answer) 
   I see you have covered a lot of issues in the last 9 years, my focus is to create independent power source for 
myself. and help others out of a death spiral, I am not sure if you have covered using solar distillation of saline 
(salt) water with a Tesla Turbine. There is a lot to catch up on. Green is the new Black 

Dawit Woldehawariat 
decam9_AT_hotmail_DOT_com  
Asmara, Dekemhare, Eritrea – 08/27/06 I am from East Africa and can really use this idea for trail to show its 
possible to have power to do hard time consuming things for simple life living. 

Henry Wood  
Email not working 05/29/09 
Johannesburg, Gautang, South Africa -- www.henrywood.net  I am a 26 year old engineer, I have been living in 
Johannesburg for only a month now but am every keen to build a solar generator in the city to inspire individuals 
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and business alike. I have a strong back ground in electronic engineering and mechanical control systems but I 
am an enthusiastic mechanical engineer as well with skills in machining, fabrication and welding. I fund myself 
through freelance work but am very keen to get involved in interesting projects on a voluntary basis or to start 
new projects with likeminded people in the area. 

 
 

http://www.phoenixnavigation.com/ptbc/index.htm 


